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Shostakovich A Life Remembered
Naysayers were proved wrong; Previn was a phenomenal talent, and a charismatic front man, a brilliant, erudite populariser of classical music. I recently asked one of the LSO’s early 1970s horn ...
Classical CDs: Three great conductors remembered, Mahler with accordion and a song cycle with no singer
Shostakovich: A Life Remembered is a unique study of the great composer Dmitri Shostakovich, based on reminiscences from his contemporaries. Elizabeth Wilson covers the composer's life from his early ...
Elizabeth Wilson
The concert was dedicated to a gentleman whose life encompassed hope for a better ... And now for the spell-binding music history lecture I promised (remember that some spells can put you to ...
CSO: A Trio of Outcasts Or A Legacy of Hope
Jia Zhangke's Swimming Out Till the Sea Turns Blue looks back at China's rural past through intimate conversations with writers ...
The Past Is Another Country
Over the past four decades, Richard Taruskin's publications have redefined the field of Russian-music study. This volume gathers thirty-six essays on compos ...
On Russian Music
At any rate, Bridge deserves to be remembered as more than Britten’s teacher ... And on this evening, they played an all-Shostakovich program. Last year was the centennial of Shostakovich’s birth, and ...
New York chronicle
By David Allen “For those who grew to musical maturity with the concert life of the United States ... leaving him remembered, if at all, for embodying “all that a real maestro was supposed ...
The Conductor Who Whipped American Orchestras Into Shape
Someone else who’s spent their life battling against tremendous physical ... In this clip, photographer Jill Furmanovsky remembered the moment when the enormity of the occasion began to dawn ...
13 inspiring moments of glory, celebration and triumph against the odds from 2016
RICHARD WESTERFIELD, RECENTLY appointed Associate Conductor of the Boston Symphony, will lead the Tucson Symphony in two performances this week, with a program of Mozart and Shostakovich.
Guest Conductor Richard Westerfield Leads The TSO Through Mozart And Shostakovich.
Kernis wrote this work just one year ago offering music to reflect, mourn, and remember those lost to the ... healing force as we find our way back to life." The video premieres as part of the ...
Harpist Yolanda Kondonassis And Trumpeter Michael Sachs Partner for World Premiere Video Performance
Balancing his artistic life with his computer work is nothing new for Li ... Among the most rewarding creative challenges he found here, Li said, was performing Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 7 with the ...
The double life of Jeffrey Li, Aspen Music Festival cello student and Google software engineer
a prolific composer who was a disciple of Dmitri Shostakovich. But the score of "The Passenger" came as a revelation. "I remember coming into the office on Monday after playing it on the piano ...
Houston gets US premiere of Holocaust opera
she is pleased that Paradise Bakery remains just as she remembers it from numerous post-concert visits. When Chang says her relationship with Aspen dates back “forever,” it’s true: she came to Aspen ...
Sarah Chang cherishes Aspen experience
Why remember that? You’ll discover all in good ... Does bringing the capital back to life have to involve inconsiderate construction and amplified music? What about the residents, dare one ...
Give peace (and quiet) a chance - Michela Spiteri
A snapshot of contemporary Australia created by photographing the auras of 1023 people, Carriageworks From Jan 8: Reko Rennie: Remember ... to life, QSOS Mar 30: Arvo Part & Shostakovich, ACO.
What’s on the culture calendar this March
During the mid-90s Clyde’s beat stirred in me a feeling of something that had been deeply lacking from my life; soul and rhythm ... heard the premier of Shostakovich’s Symphony #7 in Leningrad.
Remembering Clyde Stubblefield: Renowned Chattanooga-Born Drummer
Classical music was always a part of Kaufmann’s life. Music from his father’s record collection filled his home: Bruckner, Mahler, Shostakovich ... I’ll forget a word and make a note to remember it ...
Opera star Jonas Kaufmann performs in Beaver Creek for the first time
In our September issue, I wrote about Mieczyslaw Weinberg, the Polish-born composer who spent most of his life in the Soviet Union. He was a friend of Shostakovich ... a note of Mieczyslaw Weinberg, ...
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